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Abstract

Lipid bilayers of dimyristoyl phosphatidylcholine (DMPC) containing opioid peptide dynorphin A(1^17) are found to be
spontaneously aligned to the applied magnetic field near at the phase transition temperature between the gel and liquid
crystalline states (Tm = 24³C), as examined by 31P NMR spectroscopy. The specific interaction between the peptide and lipid
bilayer leading to this property was also examined by optical microscopy, light scattering, and potassium ion-selective
electrode, together with a comparative study on dynorphin A(1^13). A substantial change in the light scattering intensity was
noted for DMPC containing dynorphin A(1^17) near at Tm but not for the system containing A(1^13). Besides, reversible
change in morphology of bilayer, from small lipid particles to large vesicles, was observed by optical microscope at Tm. These
results indicate that lysis and fusion of the lipid bilayers are induced by the presence of dynorphin A(1^17). It turned out that
the bilayers are spontaneously aligned to the magnetic field above Tm in parallel with the bilayer surface, because a single 31P
NMR signal appeared at the perpendicular position of the 31P chemical shift tensor. In contrast, no such magnetic ordering
was noted for DMPC bilayers containing dynorphin A(1^13). It was proved that DMPC bilayer in the presence of dynorphin
A(1^17) forms vesicles above Tm, because leakage of potassium ion from the lipid bilayers was observed by potassium ion-
selective electrode after adding Triton X-100. It is concluded that DMPC bilayer consists of elongated vesicles with the long
axis parallel to the magnetic field, together with the data of microscopic observation of cylindrical shape of the vesicles.
Further, the long axis is found to be at least five times longer than the short axis of the elongated vesicles in view of simulated
31P NMR lineshape. ß 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Dynorphin A(1^17) is an endogeneous opioid hep-

tadecapeptide, Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-Leu-Arg-Arg-Ile-
Arg-Pro-Lys-Leu-Lys-Trp-Asp-Asn-Gln(OH), which
was originally isolated from porcine pituitary [1^3].
Dynorphin A(1^17) and A(1^13) bind to U-opioid
receptor with high a¤nity. The functional positions
of dynorphin A(1^13) have been examined by means
of enzymatic digestion [4]. It was found that Lys13,
Lys11 and Arg7 residues play an essential role in the
a¤nity of receptor binding. Subsequently, conforma-
tions of dynorphin A(1^17) and A(1^13) have been
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investigated by spectroscopic methods in solution
[5^8], micelle [9], and lipid bilayers [10,11]. In aque-
ous solution, dynorphin A(1^13) takes an essentially
unordered structure [5,6]. In contrast, dynorphin
A(1^17) bound to micelles takes an K-helical form
from the residues Gly3 through Pro10 and contains
a L-turn structure from residues Trp14 through Gln17

[9]. On the other hand, orientation of the K-helical
region of dynorphin A(1^13) was in parallel with the
lipid bilayer normal [10]. It is most important to
determine the conformation of dynorphin bound to
the lipid bilayer, since it is thought that the peptide
hormones encounter with lipid bilayer before inter-
acting with the receptors [12,13]. Therefore, it is im-
portant to examine the manner of interaction of dy-
norphin with phospholipid bilayer by 31P NMR
spectroscopy as a model for naturally occurring cell
membranes.

Much attention has been recently paid to magneti-
cally oriented systems as a means to provide detailed
information as to the conformation and dynamics of
oriented molecules in biomembranes. Mechanically
aligned lipid bilayers over glass plates have been ex-
tensively used to determine high resolution structure
of membrane peptides [14^16]. Spontaneous mag-
netic orientation of lipid bilayer to the external mag-
netic ¢eld has been observed in pure phosphatidyl-
choline [17] and mixed phosphatidylcholine systems
[18^22]. In these systems, partly extended vesicles are
formed and the long axis is aligned parallel to the
magnetic ¢eld. We have found that melittin-DMPC
bilayer systems also show spontaneous magnetic
alignment by forming elongated vesicle [23]. Re-
cently, it has been reported that a mixture of phos-
pholipid and detergent forms a bilayered micelle (bi-
celle) which exhibits magnetic orientation with the
surface parallel to the magnetic ¢eld [24,25].
Although isolated diamagnetic molecules are not
normally oriented spontaneously to the applied mag-
netic ¢eld because of a very small anisotropy of the
magnetic susceptibility (vM), the assembled lipid mol-
ecules as in the elongated vesicles and bicelles give
rise to a su¤ciently large value of vM to allow them
to be aligned to the magnetic ¢eld. Because the sign
of vM in phospholipids is negative, the surface of the
lipid bilayers is aligned parallel to the static magnetic
¢eld. Besides, it was demonstrated that the directions
of the alignment can be altered by adding lanthanide

ions to the bilayers because of the large anisotropy of
magnetic susceptibility in the presence of paramag-
netic ions [26]. These magnetically oriented lipid bi-
layers can be used to examine the structures and
orientations of membrane bound peptides or proteins
[27,28]. In addition to the bicelles [29,30] and elon-
gated vesicles which are spontaneously aligned to the
magnetic ¢eld, the nematic phases of rod-shaped vi-
rus [31,32] and purple membranes [33] in bu¡er so-
lutions have been utilized. In fact, this kind of align-
ment of biomolecules along the magnetic ¢eld has
been also utilized as a constraint to re¢ne the
three-dimensional structure of globular proteins
based on resulting residual dipolar and anisotropic
chemical shift interactions [29].

We demonstrate here that the endogeneous opioid
peptide dynorphin exhibits an additional example to
cause the lipid bilayers to be spontaneously oriented
to the magnetic ¢eld, when incorporated into model
membranes. In the case of melittin, magnetic align-
ment is caused above Tm by taking morphology of
the elongated vesicle as a result of induced lysis and
membrane fusion [23]. We found that the process of
lysis and fusion is a prerequisite to allow the orien-
tation of lipid bilayers to the magnetic ¢eld. It is
emphasized that dynorphin-DMPC systems show a
highly ordered bilayer alignment the same as that of
bicelles and melittin-DMPC bilayers. Undoubtedly,
this system provides an excellent means to examine
the manner of lipid^protein or lipid^peptide interac-
tions as in the case of bicelles [27].

2. Materials and methods

Dynorphin A(1^17) and A(1^13) were synthesized
by means of Fmoc chemistry using an Applied Bio-
systems 431A peptide synthesizer. Crude peptides
were puri¢ed using a Waters HPLC system with a
BONDASPHERE C18 reversed phase column. Pep-
tide to DMPC molar ratios of 1:5, 1:10, 1:20, and
1:50 were dissolved in methanol and the solvent was
completely removed in vacuo, followed by hydration
with deionized (1:10) water and 20 mM Tris bu¡er
containing 100 mM NaCl (1:5, 1:20, and 1:50). The
hydrated sample was centrifuged to concentrate the
lipid bilayers and ¢nal lipid contents were adjusted to
20% w/v. For the ion leaking experiment, 0.4 ml of a
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lipid bilayer dispersion was prepared with bu¡er (20
mM Tris, 100 mM KCl, and pH 7.4) followed by
adding 100 ml of Tris bu¡er containing 100 mM
NaCl and 1 ml of 5% w/v Triton X-100 was added
to the solution in drops to dissolve the lipid bilayers
while keeping the temperature at 40³C and 5³C.

31P NMR spectra were recorded on a Chemag-
netics CMX 400 NMR spectrometer with and with-
out magic angle spinning under high power proton
decoupling. The 90³ pulse width of 6 Ws was used
followed by the acquisition under the 1H decoupling
¢eld of 50 kHz. In the MAS experiments, 80 Wl of
sample was placed in a 5 mm OD zirconia rotor and
the top and bottom parts were completely sealed
with a te£on cap using glue to prevent sample leak-
age. The spinning frequency was set to 1500 þ 2 Hz
using a spinning controller. The sample temperature
was regulated using gas £ow in the stator assembly.
31P chemical shift was referred to that of 85%
H3PO4. Light scattering measurements were per-
formed using a Shimadzu UV-2200 UV-VIS spectro-
photometer equipped with a temperature control
unit. Potassium ion-selective and reference electrodes
(Horiba Ltd., Kyoto, Japan), and an ion meter (Ho-
riba Ltd.) were used to measure the leakage of po-
tassium ions from the vesicles by treating with Triton
X-100. Microscope measurements were performed on
a Nikon Optiphot2 microscope equipped with a
Coolpix950 digital camera. Temperature was con-
trolled by a temperature controlled stage for the
microscope (TOKAI HIT, Shizuoka, Japan).

3. Results

Fig. 1 shows a plot of the intensity of light scatter-
ing of DMPC bilayer containing dynorphin A(1^17)
versus temperature. When the bilayers were prepared
by mixing DMPC with dynorphin A(1^17) with mo-
lar ratio of 10:1, followed by hydration with deion-
ized water, the scattered intensity was decreased dra-
matically by lowering the temperature from 30 to
20³C (open circles). At 23³C, the scattered intensity
was almost three orders of magnitude smaller than
that at 30³C. The scattered intensity was increased
again at 25³C as the temperature was raised. Appar-
ently, the temperature at which the scattering inten-
sity critically changes coincides with Tm ( = 24³C).

Although it takes 30 min to equilibrate the scattering
intensity, lysis and fusion of lipid bilayer induced by
dynorphin can occur reversibly by varying the tem-
perature across Tm. In contrast, the scattering inten-
sities of the bilayer did not change over a temper-
ature range from 7 to 40³C (closed circles) as shown
in Fig. 1, when dynorphin was added to hydrated
DMPC bilayers after preparing multilamellar vesicles
(MLV).

Fig. 2 shows the microscopic pictures of DMPC
bilayer in the presence of dynorphin A(1^17). At
10³C, a few number of small vesicles undergoing
Brownian motion were clearly visible in the transpar-
ent solution (Fig. 2A). The solution turned white to
yield the small needle type patterns, when the tem-
perature was raised to 20³C (Fig. 2B). After waiting
for a half day at 30³C, the large vesicles with bending
cylindrical shape appeared (Fig. 2C). When the tem-
perature was lowered, the needle type patterns read-
ily disappeared at 18³C and the solution became
transparent. This microscope observation indicates
that vesicles are formed at a temperature above
18³C which is lower than Tm and the vesicles are
consequently lysed to small micelles below 18³C. It
is also shown in Fig. 2 that DMPC vesicles contain-
ing dynorphin tend to aggregate each other to yield
the strong light scattering.

Fig. 1. Plots of the light scattered intensity at 480 nm against
the temperature for the DMPC bilayers in the presence of dy-
norphin A(1^17). a : the peptide was added to this bilayer be-
fore hydration; b : the peptide was added after hydration; solid
line: raising the temperature; dashed line: lowering the temper-
ature.
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We have further investigated whether the vesicle
are really formed or not above and below Tm of
DMPC bilayer in the presence of dynorphin, as
viewed from leakage of potassium ion from the lipid
bilayers by a potassium ion-selective electrode. Fig. 3
illustrates the potassium leakage by adding 1 ml of
5% w/v Triton X-100 into the dynorphin-DMPC sys-
tems to dissolve the lipid in the bu¡er. It was clearly
demonstrated that potassium ions leaked out from
the bilayers immediately after adding a drop of Tri-

Fig. 3. Plot of potassium concentration measured by a potassi-
um ion-selective electrode as a function of time at 40³C (top)
and 0³C (bottom), respectively. 1 ml of 5% w/v Triton X-100
solution was added at the arrow positions.

Fig. 2. Pictures of microscope for the DMPC bilayer containing
dynorphin A(1^17) at 10³C (A), 20³C (B), and 30³C (C). Dy-
norphin to DMPC molar ratio is 1:10.
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ton X-100 solution, when the temperature was raised
above Tm. In contrast, potassium ions did not leak
out from the bilayers when the temperature was be-
low Tm. In other words, potassium ions were not
trapped in the bilayers because vesicles were not
formed below Tm. These results clearly indicate
that the bilayer vesicles were formed above Tm,
whereas discoidal bilayers or micelles were formed
at a temperature below Tm.

To examine the interaction between DMPC bi-
layers and dynorphin, 31P NMR spectra of DMPC
bilayers were recorded under the condition of magic
angle spinning in the presence of dynorphin A(1^17)
with molar ratio of 10:1, at various temperatures as
illustrated in Fig. 4. Many sideband signals were ob-
served in the 31P MAS NMR spectra due to a large
chemical shift anisotropy as compared with the mag-
ic angle frequency (1.5 kHz) above 34³C (left panel

of Fig. 4). The presence of large chemical shift ani-
sotropy is distinguished as far as the size of bilayer
vesicles are su¤ciently large. These sidebands, how-
ever, disappeared to yield the isotropic peak at
0 ppm, when the temperature was lowered to 20³C.
Undoubtedly, the presence of this kind of the iso-
tropic 31P NMR peak is characteristic of the pres-
ence of a small sized bilayer as referred to the 31P
NMR signal of concentrated H3PO4 solution. These
results are consistent with the substantially decreased
light scattering intensity as a result of lysis below
30³C.

The static 31P NMR signal of isotropic component
is again resonated at 0 ppm at the same position with
that of the MAS NMR experiment below 34³C (Fig.
4, right panel). In contrast, it is noteworthy that the
31P NMR signal was shifted up¢eld to 312 ppm
from the isotropic signal position at 34³C. This
means that the bilayers are spontaneously aligned
to the static magnetic ¢eld, as manifested from the
peak position of the perpendicular component of the
31P chemical shift tensor of DMPC in the liquid
crystalline phase [34]. In other words, the bilayer
surface is aligned parallel to the static magnetic ¢eld.
A similar manner of magnetic ordering of lipid bi-
layer along the magnetic ¢eld has been reported re-

Fig. 5. Time course of the 31P NMR spectra of dynorphin
A(1^17)-DMPC bilayer system after 6.7 min (a), 20 min (b), 33
min (c), and 12 h (d) from the stop of MAS at 36³C.

Fig. 4. Temperature variation of the 31P NMR spectra taken
under the MAS (left panel) and static (right panel) conditions
of the DMPC bilayer in the presence of dynorphin A(1^17) hy-
drated with deionized water. Dynorphin to DMPC molar ratio
is 1:10. The 31P chemical shift values are referenced to the 31P
NMR signal of concentrated H3PO4 solution. Spinning fre-
quency is 1500 Hz in the MAS experiment.
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cently in a mixed lipid system (DMPC/DHPC or
CHAPSO mixture) to form the bicelles [24,25] and
in a melittin-DMPC system to form the elongated
vesicles [23]. In the case of bicelles containing
DMPC and DHPC, two components of 31P NMR
peaks are visible due to the presence of the two types
of phosphate groups in DMPC of the bilayer part
and DHPC of the edge part, when the bicelles are
aligned to the magnetic ¢eld. It is emphasized that
the absence of such minor component in the two 31P
peaks arising from the edge part of a disc type bi-
layer does not appear in the present dynorphin A(1^
17)-DMPC systems. This means that the bilayer sys-
tem is entirely homogeneous in contrast to the case
of the bicelle system. The presence of small peaks at
36 ppm in the right panel of Fig. 4 is attributed to
the lysophosphatidylcholine after hydrolysis of the
acyl chain, because the pH value of the dispersion
hydrated with deionized water is 3.0 at which hydro-
lysis reactions may occur.

This sort of magnetic ordering is disturbed by
magic angle spinning [35,36] as manifested from the
sideband pattern due to chemical shift anisotropy in

the 31P MAS NMR spectra above 34³C. Immediately
after the MAS was stopped at 36³C, the anisotropic
31P NMR signals were gradually changed to the nar-
row component, indicating that magnetic alignment
was gradually recovered (Fig. 5). It is noteworthy
that approximately 30 min were required to be able
to record the 31P NMR signals of the completely
magnetically ordered state at 36³C. It takes even
longer to recover the magnetic ordering at a higher
temperature.

Fig. 6 shows the 31P NMR spectra of DMPC bi-
layer in the presence of dynorphin A(1^17) with mo-
lar ratios of 5:1, 20:1 and 50:1 hydrated with Tris
bu¡er (pH 7.4). Apparently, the 31P powder pattern
NMR spectra were recorded at a temperature around
20³C, in contrast to the case of Fig. 4. The isotropic
narrow signal is present below Tm, for DMPC bi-
layer containing dynorphin A(1^17) with molar ratio
of 5:1. The powder pattern 31P NMR spectrum was
again visible below Tm. Above Tm, the narrow single
line was seen at 312 ppm which is resonated at high-
er ¢eld than that of isotropic signals above Tm. This
result clearly indicates that the bilayers containing

Fig. 6. Temperature variation of the 31P NMR spectra of DMPC dispersion in the presence of dynorphin A(1^17) hydrated with Tris
bu¡er (pH 7.4). Dynorphin A(1^17) to DMPC molar ratios are 1:5 (a), 1:20 (b), and 1:50 (c).
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dynorphin exhibit magnetic ordering with the bilayer
surface parallel to the magnetic ¢eld. Interestingly,
lysis was not completed even at 0³C, when DMPC
to dynorphin was increased to the molar ratios of
20:1 and 50:1. In addition, the extent of magnetic
ordering turned out to be not high enough as com-
pared to the case of DMPC to dynorphin with molar
ratio 5:1. It is also noticed that su¤cient magnetic
ordering is achieved when lysis and fusion were per-
formed in the presence of the magnetic ¢eld. It is also
notable that DMPC bilayer containing dynorphin
A(1^17) hydrated with Tris bu¡er (pH 7.4) exhibits
powder pattern 31P NMR spectra at 20³C, in con-
trast to the case of DMPC bilayers hydrated with
deionized water (pH 3.0) (Fig. 4). This result indi-
cates that the manner of interaction of dynorphin
with DMPC bilayers depends on the pH. In addition,
no signal was recognized at 36 ppm due to the pres-
ence of lysophosphatidylcholine, because reaction
rate of hydrolysis of phospholipids is considerably
slow at pH 7.4.

Fig. 7 shows the 31P NMR spectra of DMPC bi-
layers in the presence of dynorphin A(1^13) with
molar ratio of 5:1 hydrated with Tris bu¡er. Obvi-
ously, the 31P powder pattern NMR spectra were
visible even if placed in the magnetic ¢eld at 40³C.
This pattern was substantially broadened at 0³C.
This powder pattern did not change to the single
peak even after the temperature was raised to above
Tm. It is interesting to note that complete magnetic
ordering was not achieved in this system at a temper-
ature above Tm, although the perpendicular compo-
nent was substantially increased as compared with
the parallel component. The broadened powder pat-
tern due to the gel phase was seen at 0³C, indicating
that lysis did not occur in this system. It is therefore
important to conclude that the C-terminal four ami-
no acid residues of dynorphin A(1^17) play a crucial
role to cause the lysis and fusion to the lipid bilayers.

4. Discussion

4.1. Mechanism of the magnetic ordering of
dynorphin-DMPC system

To understand the underlying mechanism of the
magnetic ordering of the lipid bilayers, it seems to

be important to clarify how their morphology is
modi¢ed in the presence of dynorphin at a temper-
ature around Tm. It was shown that the lysis of bi-
layers occurs below Tm to break down into small
sized micelles or discoidal type of bilayers which
show the isotropic 31P NMR signals. These small
bilayer particles can be fused to grow into large
vesicles above Tm and to show a large anisotropy
in the 31P NMR spectra (Figs. 4 and 6). The forma-
tion of large vesicle was clearly proved by the leak-
age experiment of potassium ion. It is pointed out
that the shape of the vesicle should be distorted to
make the elongated vesicle as schematically drawn in
Fig. 8, if this fusion process occurred in the presence
of the magnetic ¢eld. This is proved by the fact that
most surfaces of the lipid bilayers are parallel to the
applied magnetic ¢eld, because the peak intensity
corresponding to the perpendicular component of
the 31P chemical shift tensor was substantially in-

Fig. 7. Temperature variation of 31P NMR spectra of DMPC
bilayer in the presence of dynorphin A(1^13) hydrated with
Tris bu¡er (pH 7.4). Dynorphin to DMPC molar ratio is 1:5.
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creased. Consequently, it is possible to consider that
the elongated bilayer systems which possess positive
diamagnetic anisotropy along the long axis of vesicle
are formed [23]. The unique axis is then spontane-
ously aligned parallel to the magnetic ¢eld, as shown
in Fig. 8, if the large elongated vesicle gains su¤cient
orientation energy. It appears that this alignment is
caused by an assembly of lipids with small negative
magnetic anisotropy in the bilayer along the acyl
chain. In addition to expanding the size of the elon-
gated vesicle, phase transition to the lyotropic liquid
crystalline phase also appeared because the viscosity
of the dynorphin A(1^17)-DMPC bilayer systems is
increased at a temperature above Tm.

In the liquid crystalline state, the anisotropy of
magnetic susceptibility can be characterized by Me
and MP. The magnetic susceptibility induces small
magnetic moment in the lipid molecule and possesses

an orientation energy E in the presence of the mag-
netic ¢eld Ho as follows

E � 3�1=2�H2
ofMP � �M e3MP�cos a g; �1�

where a is the angle between the Me and the magnetic
¢eld Ho. Therefore, the orientation energy of the
lipid bilayer consisting of N number of lipid is ex-
pressed as

NvE � 3�1=2�NvMH2
o; �2�

where vE = E(a= 0)3E(a= 90) and vM=Me3MP.
Thus a large number of molecules are required to
possess enough magnetic anisotropy to be aligned
to the static magnetic ¢eld. This consideration is sup-
ported by the fact that MLV of pure phospholipids
are aligned to the magnetic ¢eld by forming an ellip-
soidal shape [18,21]. In the case of phosphatidylcho-
line bilayer systems, MLV shows better magnetically

Fig. 8. Schematic representation of the elongated unilamellar vesicles in the magnetic ¢eld, Ho, and simulated 31P NMR spectra for a
variety of elongated unilamellar vesicles. The a and b values denote the long and short axes of the elongated vesicles, respectively.
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ordering than large unilamellar vesicle (LUV), partly
because LUV is considerably £exible and hence the
ellipsoidal shape cannot be well retained in LUV. In
the case of the DMPC vesicles containing dynorphin,
the magnetic ordering is also caused by the magnetic
anisotropy of lipids rather than peptides, although
the K-helical peptides possess a positive magnetic
anisotropy along the helical axis. However, it should
be emphasized that the dynorphin-DMPC system
forms a vesicle in the magnetic ¢eld and that dynor-
phin plays a crucial role to support the elongated
shape of vesicle by strongly interacting with the lipid
bilayers causing the strong magnetic alignment. We
have also examined that another kind of peptide can
be incorporated into the dynorphin-DMPC bilayer
system keeping the magnetic orientation [37].

4.2. Formation of elongated vesicles

It is emphasized that the elongated vesicles are
formed for DMPC bilayer in the presence of dynor-
phin A(1^17), as discussed in the preceding section.
It is also pointed out that this kind of the elongated
vesicles was observed even in pure phospholipids
when MLV is formed [17]. Indeed, the presence of
the elongated vesicles is observed by phase contrast
microscopy [18] and electron microscopy [21]. We
consider a simple model to simulate the 31P NMR
lineshape in terms of the elongated unilamellar
vesicle. We ¢rst assume that the shape of vesicle is
elongated in the presence of a certain length of the
cylindrical part to the spherical unilamellar vesicle as
shown in Fig. 8. Then, this view was con¢rmed by
the fact that the 31P NMR signal of the cylindrical
part of bilayer oriented parallel to the applied mag-
netic ¢eld yields the peak corresponding to the per-
pendicular position of the chemical shift tensor as
indicated in Fig. 8. On the other hand, the spherical
part will show the axially symmetric powder pattern
at a temperature higher than Tm. In the simulation of
the 31P NMR lineshape of the elongated vesicle in
the magnetic ¢eld, we assume that the surface area
re£ects the number of phospholipids which give 31P
NMR signals. Therefore, these patterns can be super-
imposed by mixing the ratio of surface and cylindri-
cal area as shown in Fig. 8. When the short and the
long axes of the elongated vesicles are denoted to be
a and b, the relation between the area of the spher-

ical (Ss) and cylindrical (Sc) parts are given by

Ss � Za2 �3�

Sc � Za�b3a� �4�
Under the condition when the total area is normal-

ized by Ss+Sc = 1, the 31P NMR signal F is given by

F � Fpow�a=b� � FP�13a=b� �5�
where Fpow and FP denote the 31P NMR signals of
spherical and cylindrical parts, respectively. It is of
interest to point out that even in a small distortion
from the sphere such as b/a = 1.5, a substantial build-
ing up of the perpendicular component in the powder
pattern was seen as shown in Fig. 8. It turned out
from the simulated results that the long axis is at
least ¢ve times longer than the diameter of cylindri-
cal rod of the elongated vesicle obtained in this ex-
periment for dynorphin A(1^17)-DMPC bilayer sys-
tems. Therefore, most of the lipid bilayers in the
elongated vesicles are considered to be magnetically
oriented with the bilayer surface parallel to the mag-
netic ¢eld.

4.3. Structural aspect of the interaction between
dynorphin and membrane

In the structural point of view, it is reported that
the N-terminus region forms the K-helix which is
inserted into the lipid bilayers as manifested from
infrared attenuated total re£ection (IR-ATR) spec-
troscopy [10] and 13C chemical shifts of [1-13C]Gly3,
Phe4-labeled dynorphin (manuscript in preparation)
with reference to the conformation dependent dis-
placements of peaks [38]. Although both dynorphin
preparations A(1^13) and A(1^17) form the K-helical
structure in the N-terminus, only dynorphin A(1^17)
shows the strong lysis and fusion activity as already
described. This fact indicates that the C-terminus re-
gion rather than the N-terminus region plays an im-
portant role to cause lysis and fusion, and hence
magnetic ordering. It is emphasized that these por-
tions may play a role in selecting the type of the
opioid receptors as an address domain [4]. It is of
interest to point out that the Trp residue is consid-
ered to be located at the membrane surface, because
the £uorescence quenching experiment indicated the
Trp residue was inserted into the membrane [9]. This
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fact indicates that the Trp residue plays an important
role for interaction with the membrane in the case of
dynorphin A(1^17)-DMPC systems. On the other
hand, dynorphin A(1^13) does not possess the Trp
residue, and hence the dynorphin A(1^13)-DMPC
bilayer did not show magnetic orientation. It is re-
ported that the N-terminal region is inserted in the
membrane, although the C-terminal region is located
in the surface area [10]. It is likely that this insertion
of the N-terminal may not give a strong perturbation
to the membrane surface. However the interaction of
the C-terminal region may play an important role in
reducing the membrane surface pressure to cause fu-
sion and lysis activities. In other words, binding of
dynorphin A(1^17) with lipid bilayers is stronger
than that of dynorphin A(1^13).

It is also observed that the interaction of dynor-
phin with bilayers in the dynorphin A(1^17)-DMPC
system hydrated with deionized water is di¡erent
from that hydrated with Tris bu¡er. Because the
pH of the dynorphin A(1^17)-DMPC bilayer system
hydrated with deionized water is 3.0, a part of phos-
phate group is protonated and negative charge is
lost. Consequently, the electrostatic interaction of
membrane surface with basic residues of dynorphin
becomes weak, resulting in the di¡erent extent of
lysis and fusion activities.

A similar process of lysis and fusion has been ob-
served for bilayers containing melittin [23,39,40] and
glucagons [41]. In the case of the melittin-DMPC
system, the change of scattering intensities is much
smaller when the temperature was varied across Tm

[38]. This is because the vesicles in melittin-DMPC
do not aggregate each other. It is found that the K-
helix of melittin shows the transbilayer orientation
and the N- and C-terminal helix rods are tilting 30³
and 10³ from the average axis, respectively [23]. It
has been reported for melittin-DMPC systems that
small unilamellar vesicles are formed when the tem-
perature was raised above Tm and the discoidal bi-
layers surrounded by peptides are formed at a tem-
perature below Tm as viewed by electron microscope
[39]. However we have observed the giant vesicles in
melittin-DMPC bilayer systems above Tm [23]. In
contrast to the case of melittin, the scattering inten-
sity was substantially increased for DMPC bilayer
containing glucagon when the temperature is lowered

from a higher temperature to Tm. It is reported that
glucagons interact with lipids above and below Tm.
Above Tm, the rate of vesicle aggregation is increased
and below the Tm, glucagons form a stable complex
with DMPC vesicles and rearrange to disk-shaped
particles [36]. In the case of dynorphin-DMPC sys-
tems, it was essential that DMPC and dynorphin are
mixed together before hydration in order to exhibit
prominent lysis and bilayer fusion.

Because melittin is known to have lytic activity, it
is natural to examine the property of lysis and fusion
of lipid bilayers under the physiological point of
view. On the other hand, dynorphin binds to a U-
opioid receptor in the cell membrane with high a¤n-
ity [13]. However, it has not yet been reported that
dynorphin has hemolytic activity. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the ¢rst report that dynorphin in-
duces lysis and fusion to lipid bilayers under high
peptide to lipid ratio as in the present condition
and this property is essential to induce high magnetic
ordering.

4.4. Conclusions

It is clearly demonstrated that dynorphin A(1^17)
strongly interacts with lipid bilayers to cause fusion
and lysis across Tm and results in subsequent high
magnetic ordering at a temperature above Tm. We
have shown that the elongated vesicles are formed
in dynorphin A(1^17)-DMPC systems with the long
axis parallel to the magnetic ¢eld, when the bilayers
are placed in the high magnetic ¢eld. Because the
proportion of the powder pattern in 31P NMR spec-
tra is very low, the long axis is much longer than the
short axis in the elongated vesicles of dynorphin
A(1^17)-DMPC bilayers. On the other hand, the dy-
norphin A(1^13)-DMPC system did not exhibit mag-
netic ordering. This highly oriented DMPC bilayer
containing dynorphin A(1^17) can be used to study
the conformation of membrane proteins and pep-
tides, as a simple spontaneously aligned system to
the applied magnetic ¢eld, instead of a mechanically
oriented system using glass plate and bicelle type
membranes. We have also demonstrated that this
system can be served as a better mimic of natural
cell membrane, as this vesicle is fully hydrated and
possesses a small curvature.
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